
 SLO Achievement

SLO Text SLO Level Course Number Fully Achieved Partially
Achieved Failed to Achieve

Based on specified criteria, the student will create a professional-looking portfolio that
includes examples of images, brochures, business cards, web graphics, flyers, and cd/magazine
covers and layouts. 

C DGA-C116A 59.46 % 16.22 % 24.32 % 

Based on specified criteria, the student will create a professional-looking portfolio that
includes examples of retouched photos, brochures, business cards, web graphics, flyers, and
cd/magazine covers and layouts. 

C DGA-C116B 62.07 % 13.79 % 24.14 % 

Demonstrate understanding and appreciation for the visual and performing arts. I DGA-C116A 51.35 % 24.32 % 24.32 % 
Demonstrate understanding and appreciation for the visual and performing arts. I DGA-C116B 82.76 % 0.00 % 17.24 % 
Demonstrate ability to apply critical thinking and analysis. I DGA-C116A 78.38 % 5.41 % 16.22 % 
Demonstrate ability to apply critical thinking and analysis. I DGA-C116B 82.76 % 0.00 % 17.24 % 
Demonstrate innovative thinking, and adaptive, creative problem solving skills. I DGA-C116A 62.16 % 18.92 % 18.92 % 
Demonstrate innovative thinking, and adaptive, creative problem solving skills. I DGA-C116B 82.76 % 3.45 % 13.79 % 
Demonstrate information competency. I DGA-C116A 75.68 % 5.41 % 18.92 % 
Demonstrate information competency. I DGA-C116B 86.21 % 0.00 % 13.79 % 
Analyze and respond efficiently to specific customer needs. P DGA-C116A 64.86 % 16.22 % 18.92 % 
Analyze and respond efficiently to specific customer needs. P DGA-C116B 82.76 % 0.00 % 17.24 % 
Apply strategies to support self initiated lifelong technology learning to continually upgrade
digital media knowledge and skills. P DGA-C116A 59.46 % 18.92 % 21.62 % 

Apply strategies to support self initiated lifelong technology learning to continually upgrade
digital media knowledge and skills. P DGA-C116B 82.76 % 3.45 % 13.79 % 

Demonstrate understanding of the implications of market trends on the needs and evolving
styles within the media industry. P DGA-C116A 64.86 % 16.22 % 18.92 % 

Demonstrate understanding of the implications of market trends on the needs and evolving
styles within the media industry. P DGA-C116B 82.76 % 0.00 % 17.24 % 
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